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5th coordinators’ meeting, 9th November 2021

Minutes

1. Meeting participants agreed that Covid situation makes it still complicated and risky
to arrange phisical mobilities. At the same time, is seems that recruiting only 
vaccinated pupils and teachers for travelling lowers the risk of health and formal 
complications. Since the advantages of mobilities outweigh  all their difficult aspects, 
it was agreed that all partner schools will undertake the effort of arranging exchanges 
for pupils. 

2. Having analysed school calendar and the availability of host project teams, dates 
for phisical mobilities C2-C5 have been appointed as follows:

C2 Turkey – 16-22 January 2022

C3 Greece – 20-26 February 2022

C4 Italy – 1-7 May 2022

C5 Spain – 18-24 September 2022

3. Comments on the meeting in Kraków applied mainly to the conditions of 
accommodation being of poorer standard than widely expected. It was suggested to 
consider arranging accommodation individually by partner schools according to their 
preferences and budget for a given mobility.

Also, meals ordered for the whole group in one place and served at one go within the 
most convenient timing in the schedule caused disappointment as the choice of food 



prepared for such a big group cannot be as wide as ecpected. However, it is 
complicated to cater for all diet habits, food preferences and health requirements. 
Similarly, individual catering would solve such issues. 

IF among project beneficiaries there were pupils’ families providing home stays, none 
of the above mentioned issues would emerge as the host teams’ duty.  It occured to 
be quite unexpected aspect of hosting the meeting,  far from the previous Erasmus 
experince of the involved school staff.

4. The Interim Report has been completed and submitted. Also, other current 
intormation gathered in the project documents and outputs have been included in 
the Mobility Tool form. 

5. Regular uploads to project website and twinspace are necessary to meet formal 
requirements of the project and to avoid unnecessary workload. Most partners keep 
up to date.
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